
If You Cannot Read Warning Do Not Use Product

Enthusiasm for NCLB’s suddenly munificent hold-everybody-accountable testing 
policies leapt as a raging wildfire across the nation.  

Well, gosh. 
The words all just sounded so good: 
Poor kids.  Responsibility.  No excuses.  
Reform.  
There was, however, one teeny little problem; a problem which had been seeping into 

many of the governmental programs produced inside truly modern days.  While our newly-
written national legislation unconditionally demanded a test-score-based accountability?  
Evidently, little thought had been given to the actual implementation and regulation of the same.  
In fact, an escalating deregulation, surrounded by an ensuing impenetrable chaos – well, this 
more descriptively fit the modern-day test-score accountability bill.

As a direct result of a sudden slew in testing proclamations, vast numbers of hard-hitting 
exams were instantaneously requested.  Not surprisingly, then?  Year after year, a repeatedly 
mandated deluge of annually altered tests were busily being written, even as educators, knowing 
little of what might actually be tested, taught classes.  “Building airplanes in the air,” we soon 
thought to entitle this process, as an abruptly instigated inundation of mandates forced the 
implementation of confusing, student-and-teacher-unfriendly, reality-detached innovations.  

However, as one airplane crashed?  
Endlessly and relentlessly, another was always being uncompromisingly built.
“How are your students this year?”
Posed by an ex-administrator – a man who had been both abruptly and unexpectedly 

reassigned out of our building and into a breathtakingly-salaried position inside the no-excuses 
world of a high-stakes testing – this seemingly innocuous question reminded me that when I had 
worked for this man?  He had always shown an optimistic appreciation for my efforts.  I was 
taken aback, then, at his less than enthusiastic reaction when I responded that this year I had been 
pleased to find my ninth graders showing an unusual aptitude for locating, labeling, and 
understanding parts of speech.

“Parts of speech?” this recently promoted reformer caught me off guard by blustering 
heatedly.  “Parts of speech are not part of our state test, Ms. Aech.  Why are you wasting your 
time teaching parts of speech?”  

His normally calm face flushed, turning a bright red.  I had never seem him so agitated.
Only one year later, in an attempt to mitigate the very low scores produced by the notable 

number of poor and often minority students attending schools in our district, innovators 
mandated the additional use of locally constructed exams in lowest-scoring buildings.  
Disruptively administered not once, but four times, each academic school year, ostensibly these 
tests would serve as a proof of an incrementally rising achievement.  Impetuously ordered, these 
unexpected assessments were most often constructed by young district test makers mere weeks, 
or even days, before they became available for a true-life implementation.  

Actual educators – those teachers who, in due course, would be forced to not only 
administer each suddenly imposed measurement, but who, subsequently, would be held liable for 
each consequently produced student response?

Were kept, well…somewhere out on the edges.  
Surely, this made sense.  



In fast-paced, immediate-fix days of a true accountability, well, when it came to building 
school reform practices, teachers – oh, teachers, I think we’ve covered this?  Were just so gosh-
darned reactive.  So damned likely to slow things down; so irritatingly anxious to make sure that 
the next haphazardly constructed airplane would actually fly. 

 Really, it was for the best; best for everyone involved, when educators could be quietly 
and conveniently left out of the loop.  Kept far away from reform construction tables and, each 
year to a greater and greater extent, aggressively compelled to use, rely upon, and ultimately 
enforce products which they had been given no opportunity to preview, create, nor understand.*

So is was, that, in the sixth month of an endlessly reformed school year I found myself 
standing in front of my classroom glancing through the pages of a recently delivered district 
exam: a test I had only just received, and never before seen.  Collected together in front of me, 
my students were already busily addressing the test booklets I had just placed upon their desks – 
reading, responding and filling in the bubbles on a three-page answer sheet. 

As I flipped methodically through the pages of the suddenly delivered and unfamiliar 
assessment, my attention came to an abrupt halt when I stumbled across a multiple-choice 
literacy section, where... 

Well, huh.
Nine of the thirteen questions?  
Asked my students to not only recognize, but unambiguously identify and label: 	
 Parts 

of speech.

*In many states, the absolute secrecy behind our nation’s recently developed Common Core assessment is fast 
becoming legendary as teachers are warned against any scrutinization, purposeful or accidental, of these massively 
administered tests – the results of which will then be held against them.  (And how ironic as, year after year, 
educators are forced into bad teacher trainings to be told that a truly effective educator’s “best practices” depend 
upon her intentional creation and full understanding of all assessments before the instigation of any actual 
instruction.)


